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Inelastic scattering approach to the theory of a magnetic tunnel transistor source
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The high efficiency of a magnetic tunnel transistor as a source of spin-polarized electrons has been proven
recently @X. Jiang et al., Phys. Rev. Lett.90, 256603~2003!#. A concept of this device based on an active
group of hot electrons controlling the collector current and experiencing predominantly inelastic scattering in
the base is developed. It takes into account the connection between the injection and filtering of spin-polarized
electrons inside the device. Explicit expressions for the parameters of the device in terms of the basic param-
eters of the system are presented.
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Despite spectacular progress achieved during the
couple of years, efficient spin injection from ferromagne
~FM! metallic emitters still remains one of the central pro
lems of semiconductor spintronics.1 There are two basic ap
proaches to this problem. The first approach is based on
injection of nearly equilibrium electrons in a diffusive or
ballistic regime. It is well understood now that the failure
the initial attempts to inject spin-polarized currents from F
metals into semiconductor microstructures was caused
‘‘perfect’’ ~low resistance! contacts producing the
‘‘bottlenecking’’2 or ‘‘conductivity mismatch’’3 problem.
Since the role of resistive spin-selective contacts had b
understood,4 an impressive experimental progress has b
achieved5 and the attention of experimenters6 and theorists7

shifted to tailoring contact barriers of a proper shape.
The second approach, which is central for the present

per, is based on the spin-valve transistor that is a th
terminal device operating on hot electrons.8 This device
supplements the perpendicular to plane geometry of the g
magnetoresistance~Ref. 9! with semiconductor elements t
achieve a large potential drop.10 Its recent modification in-
cluding a tunnel barrier and called a magnetic tunnel tran
tor ~MTT! source produces spectrally narrow spin-polariz
electron beams. It already provided spin injection at the le
of 10% and magnetocurrents of about 3400%.11–13 In what
follows I propose an analytical theory of such spintronic d
vices. This theory of three-terminal devices~such as MTT!,
although based on a different physical concept, in its form
ism generalizes the theory of two-terminal diffusive14–17and
ballistic18 devices and, therefore, establishes a connectio
them. It is an important property of the MTT source that
employs both spin injection and spin filtering and, in th
way, increases spin polarization of the electron beam.
theory demonstrates explicitly how these two mechanis
work together and specifies the parameters controlling s
polarized currents.

A basic scheme of MTT is shown in Fig. 1. A FM emitte
is a source of a spin-polarized electron currentj e . Because
the transparency of a tunnel barrier decays fast, nearly e
nentially, when electron energyE decreases below the emi
ter Fermi energyEF

e , the tunnel current is mostly confined t
a narrow regionE'EF

e , its width being restricted by the
temperatureT and theE dependence of the transparency. T
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device usually operates withE just above the top of the
Schottky barrierES , E*ES ,13 hence, the collector curren
j c originates from the spectrally narrow beam of ‘‘active
electrons in the base,E'EF

e'ES . A textbook model of bal-
listic or quasielastically scattered electrons entering the
lector inside its acceptance cone is hardly applicable to M
Indeed,~i! the scattering of fast electrons is usually inelast
~ii ! inelastic scattering knocks electrons out of the acti
electron beam when its spectral width is small, and~iii ! elec-
tron scattering at the metallic interfaces is far from specu
hence, the notion of the acceptance angle is ambiguou19

For these reasons, I employ a model in which inelastic s
tering in the base plays the critical role, andj c comes only
from the electrons that crossed the base without collisio
The rest of the electrons lose their energy and make the
current j b5 j e2 j c .20 Because the scattering in the FM ba

FIG. 1. Schematic energy-band diagram of a magnetic tun
transistor source. From left to right: a metallic FM emitter, an ins
lating tunnel barrier, a metallic FM base, and a semiconductor
lector separated from the base by a Schottky barrier. The differe
between the Fermi energies of the emitter and the base,EF

e andEF
b ,

is controlled by the voltageVeb . EF
e nearly coincides with the top

of the Schottky barrier when spin injection across it reaches
maximum. Energy distribution of the electrons emitted across
tunnel barrier is shown schematically.
©2003 The American Physical Society10-1
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is spin dependent, spin filtering in the base influences
spin polarization ofj c . Therefore,spin polarization of the
collector current depends both on the spin-injection coe
cientge of the FM emitter and on the spin filtering in the FM
base.

The model used below is based on the fact that when
active-electron energy is high enough over the Fermi ene
of the baseEF

b , Veb;1 V, both electron-electron an
electron-phonon scattering are inelastic and strongly
hanced in the magnitude. In particular, the data showing
the electron mean free path is usually much shorter for
nority than for majority carriers13,21,22 indicate an essentia
role of electron-electron scattering. Therefore, elastic sca
ing in the base will be disregarded. WhenEF

e'ES , the
active-electron beam is spectrally narrow, and the very fi
inelastic collision experienced by an electron in the base
moves it from the active group irreversibly if the temperatu
is low to moderate. One more simplification comes from
fact that the roughness of interfaces relaxes the in-plane
mentum conservation essentially;19 indeed, wide angular dis
tributions have been reported.11 Therefore, in what follows
the interfaces are considered diffusive. This assumption s
plifies the calculations significantly and reduces the num
of arbitrary parameters. With these two basic assumptio
the system of coupled equations for MTT has been sol
and explicit expressions for the basic parameters are
sented.

The spin-transport problem should be solved in differ
parts of the device separately, and the solutions for s
injection coefficients,g, should be matched at the interfac
~in the spirit of theg technique of Ref. 16!. As usual, spin
relaxation at the interfaces is neglected, i.e., they are
sumed spin conserving.

I. THE FM EMITTER

Inside the emitter, the current is carried mostly by t
electrons in close vicinity ofEF

e . Therefore, the distribution
function can be written as f a(x,vx)5 f 0(E)
1(d f0 /dE)ca(x,vx), wherea5(↑,↓) is the spin index and
ca(x,vx) depends only on the direction of the velocityv.
The Boltzmann problem for the emitter can be reduced t
Milne equation and solved when the spin-diffusion lengthLe
is large as compared with the electron mean free path.18 For
this purpose it is convenient to change from the functio
ca(x,vx) to functions eza(x,vx)52@ca(x,vx)1ew(x)#,
wherew(x) is the electrostatic potential and2e(e.0) is the
electron charge. Far from the tunnel junction, in the diffus
region, the functionsza(x,vx) averaged overv acquire the
meaning of electrochemical potentialsza(x). A solution of
the Boltzmann problem depends on the boundary valuesza

,

of za(x,vx) for left-moving electrons,za
, being independen

of vx,0 because of the diffusive interface scattering. T
spin-injection coefficient at the contact boundary,ge5( j ↑
2 j ↓)/ j e , when expressed in terms of these constants, re

ge5~z↑
,2z↓

,!/2r ej e1Dr e /r e . ~1!
24131
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Here j e5 j ↑1 j ↓ is the emitter current, resistances arer e

5(r ↓
e1r ↑

e)/4, Dr e5(r ↓
e2r ↑

e)/4, r a
e5Le /sa

e , Le is a spin-
diffusion length, andsa

e are conductivities of spin-up an
spin-down electrons.23

II. THE TUNNEL BARRIER

Spin-polarized currents across a spin-conserving tun
barrier can be written as sums of the currents crossing it fr
the left to the right and from the right to the left,

j a52e2ta
eb^zava&11ta

bej a
←~L !, ~2!

where bracketŝ•••& indicate averaging both over the dire
tion of v and over energy, the subscript plus at the brack
shows that averaging overv should be performed only ove
the right hemisphere, andta

eb andta
be are the barrier transpar

encies for the right- and left-moving electrons, respective
near the energyE'EF

e . j a
←(L) stands for the current o

those left-moving electrons at the left boundary of the b
that were reflected elastically from the Schottky barrier a
did not experience inelastic scattering in the base; hen
they have enough energy to return to the emitter. In Eq.~2!,
the currents of right- and left-moving electrons are written
a different form because the former electrons are descr
by a slightly perturbed Fermi distribution while the distrib
tion of the latter ones is strongly nonequilibrium and t
second term in Eq.~2! only includes active electrons, i.e
those that have not undergone inelastic scattering in the b

Writing the currentsj a at both sides of the barrier throug
the contributions from the left- and right-moving electron
respectively,

j a52e2@za
,^va

e&21^zava&1#, j a5 j a
←~L !1 j a

→~L !
~3!

and eliminatinĝ zava&1 and j a
←(L) from Eqs.~2! and ~3!,

one finds

~12ta
eb2ta

be! j a5e2ta
ebza

,^va
e&22ta

bej a
→~L !. ~4!

Using^va
e&252ra

eva
e /4, wherera

e andva
e are the density of

states at the Fermi level and Fermi velocity ofa electrons in
the emitter, and applying the detailed balance princi
ta
ebra

eva
e5ta

ber̄a
b v̄a

b , one finds the productta
eb^va

e&2 in terms

of the similar parameters of the base,r̄a
b andv̄a

b . The bars in

r̄a
b and v̄a

b indicate that these parameters of the electrons
the base should be taken at the Fermi energy of the em
EF

e ~rather than at the Fermi energyEF
b of the base!. There-

fore, r̄a
b and v̄a

b depend on the voltageVeb , r̄a
b5 r̄a

b(Veb),

and v̄a
b5 v̄a

b(Veb). With Veb;1 V, the difference in the
properties of the electrons with the energiesEF

e andEF
b can

be rather strong. The productr̄a
b v̄a

b can be related to the

volume v̄a
b(k) contained inside the constant-energy surfa

Ea
b(k)5EF

e in the momentum space of the base asr̄a
b v̄a

b

5(1/8p3\)(dV̄a
b /dk). Finally, Eq.~4! can be rewritten as

j a52@za
,1r a

b j a
→~L !#/r a

t , ~5!
0-2
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where

r a
b516p2~h/e2!~dk/dV̄a

b !, r a
t 5r a

b~12ta
be2ta

eb!/ta
be ,

and h52p\. Equation ~9! for j a
→(L) derived below will

allow finding spin injection from the barrier into the base
The resistancesr a

b5r a
b(Veb) depend only on the energ

spectrum of the base and on the voltageVeb . When Veb

50, henceEF
b5EF

e , these resistances coincide with th
Sharvin resistances of the base that are spin dependen
cause the base is ferromagnetic. Therefore, they can be
sidered as generalized Sharvin resistances.

The arguments similar to those of Ref. 18 prove that
coefficientsr a

t are always positive, hence, they can be ide
tified as spin-dependent contact resistances.

Using Eq.~5! and the fact that the total current across t
tunnel barrier equalsj e , one finds the spin-injection coeffi
cient across it,

g t5Dr t /r t2$~z↑
,2z↓

,!1@r ↑
bj ↑

→~L !2r ↓
bj ↓

→~L !#%/2r t j e ,
~6!

wherer t5(r ↓
t 1r ↑

t )/4, Dr t5(r ↓
t 2r ↑

t )/4.

III. THE BASE AND THE SCHOTTKY BARRIER

Equation~6! includes currentsj a
→(L). To find them, the

equations for the two right regions of Fig. 1 should
solved. The following assumptions will be made:~i! the scat-
tering of active electrons in the base is inelastic,~ii ! the
scattering at the Schottky barrier is diffusive and elastic, a
~iii ! the scattering in the semiconductor to the right of t
Schottky barrier is inelastic, hence, electrons lose their
ergy fast enough to not return to the base. For example, if
barrier is steep~its shape is controlled by the potentialVcb)
electrons acquire enough energy at a mean free path to
optical phonons and lose energy fast enough.

Under these conditions the current of right-moving ele
trons at the right edge of the base equals

j a
→~R!5E2~d/ l a! j a

→~L !, En~j!5E
1

`dv
vn e2vj, ~7!

wherel a are the electron mean free paths in the base andd is
the base thickness. FunctionsEn(j) are typical of different
transport problems.18 The functionE2(j)5*0

p/2du sinu exp
(2j/cosu)<1, u being the polar angle. It decays faster th
an exponent exp(2j) and describes the decrease in the c
rent of active electrons because of the inelastic scatterin
the base. The enhancement of the decay comes from
cutoff of oblique electrons that gradually transforms the i
tropic angular distributions near the tunnel contact in
nearly Gaussian, exp(2du2/2l a), near the Schottky barrier.24

Such two-dimensional Gaussian distributions are the b
assumption of the model employed in Ref. 25 for explain
experimental data. Withta

S being transparencies of th
Schottky barrier fora electrons, the similar arguments resu
in the following expressions for the currents of left-movin
active electrons at the left edge of the base:
24131
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j a
←~L !5~ ta

S21!E2
2~d/ l a! j a

→~L !. ~8!

Equations~3! and ~8! permit one to find currentsj a
→(L) in

terms of the spin-injection coefficientgL at the left edge of
the base and of the emitter currentj e :

j ↑
→~L !5~11gL! j e/2F↑ , j ↓

→~L !5~12gL! j e/2F↓ ,
~9!

where the factorsFa5@12(12ta
S)E2

2(d/ l a)#<1 describe
spin filtering in the FM base and by the Schottky barri
Substituting Eqs.~9! into Eq. ~6!, one finds that spin-
dependent resistances of the baser a

b combine with filtering
factorsFa . Their ratiosr a

f 5r a
b /Fa acquire the meaning o

the renormalized resistances of the base.

IV. SPIN INJECTION COEFFICIENTS

Using Eqs.~1!, ~6!, and~9!, one can eliminate the facto
(z↑

,2z↓
,) and the currentsj a

→ . Then, applying the spin-
current conservation conditionge5g t5gL , one finds the
spin-injection coefficient of the emitter:

ge5~Dr e1Dr t1Dr f !/~r e1r t1r f !, ~10!

where r f5(r ↓
f 1r ↑

f )/4, Dr f5(r ↓
f 2r ↑

f )/4. Equation~10! re-
sembles the equations of the diffusive16 and ballistic18 theory
for spin-injection coefficients. In all cases, the denomina
of g includes a sum of the effective resistances of all e
ments while the numerator includes a sum of their spin
lectivities, i.e., the differences of the effective resistances
spin-down and spin-up electrons. Of course, specific exp
sions for these resistances depend on the system and o
model.

Because MTT is considered as a source for spin injec
into a semiconductor collector across a Schottky barrier,
spin-injection coefficient into the collectorgc5( j ↑

c2 j ↓
c)/ j c

is of primary interest. In the framework of our modelj a
c

5ta
Sj a

→(R), hence, one easily finds

gc5~F↓r ↓2F↑r ↑!/~F↓r ↓1F↑r ↑!, ~11!

where

r a5r a
e1r a

t 1r a
f , Fa5Fa /ta

SE2~d/ l a!. ~12!

Comparing Eqs.~10! and ~11! shows that both expression
include the same total effective resistancesr a of the spin
channels. However, Eq.~10! includes their differences an
sums directly while in Eq.~11! these resistances ar
weighted with the factorsFa . Electron spin polarization in
the collector is proportional togc but also depends on som
unrelated parameters such as the recombination and s
relaxation times in the collector.26

In the same notations, the transfer ratio of the transis
equals

j c / j e5~r ↓ /F↑1r ↑ /F↓!/~r ↓1r ↑!. ~13!

Equations~11! and ~13! are the final results of the theory.
0-3
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V. DISCUSSION

The above simple theory of a MTT spin-polarized ele
tron source is based on the assumption that the colle
current is carried by collisionless active electrons injec
into the base from the emitter in a narrow spectral reg
near its Fermi energyEF

e . Elastic scattering in the base wa
disregarded while inelastic scattering, removing electrons
reversibly from the active region, confines the active el
trons inside a central cone even when interfaces are d
sive.

Equation ~11! for the spin-injection coefficient of the
MTT source reflects the interplay of the spin-emission a
spin-filtering cascades~the emitter1 tunnel contact block
and the base1 Schottky contact block, respectively!. The
former cascade is described by the resistancesr a

et5r a
e1r a

t .
Its efficiency as a spin polarizer and the sign of the s
polarization depend on the differencer ↓

et2r ↑
et . The latter

cascade is described by generalized Sharvin resistancer a
b

and filtering coefficientsFa . These coefficients enter int
Eq. ~11! for gc as weighting factors renormalizing the res
tancesr a and r a

b . A direct calculation shows thatdgc /dt↑
S

.0 and dgc /dl↑.0. Therefore, an increase int↑
S and l ↑

enhances or reduces spin polarization of the source dep
ing on the sign of the spin polarization provided by the fi
cascade.

Resistancesr a in Eq. ~11! are sums of the resistances
different elements of the device. Therefore,gc is controlled
by the elements having the largest resistances. In partic
ballistic transport in the base cannot solve the conducti
mismatch problem.18 When the scattering in the base
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MTT operates with the energy of hot electronsE'ES .
When E.ES , tunnel transparenciesta

S decrease with (E
2ES) according to a power law because of the poten
singularity at the interface. Energy dependence ofgc and
j c / j e in this region is sensitive to the barrier shape. WhenE
is essentially larger thanES , the theory is not applicable
because of increasing number of electrons that underw
inelastic scattering but still retained enough energy to ov
come the Schottky barrier.

The effect of the elastic scattering in the base and
specular component of the interface scattering that have b
disregarded are both material and technology dependent.
contributions of these mechanisms cannot be found fr
general arguments and should be evaluated for specific
vices from the experimental data.

In conclusion, a theory of a magnetic tunnel transis
source of spin-polarized electrons based on the concep
the dominant role of inelastic electron scattering has b
developed. The theory takes into account the coupling
tween the spin-injection and spin-filtering blocks of the d
vice. Explicit expressions for the spin-injection coefficie
gc and the transistor transfer ratioj c / j e are presented.
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